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Legal protection for adults 
Atinord was set up on 3 January 1971, with association status under French Law 1901 rule, to pro-vide legal 
representation for the protection of adults. Comprising 220 employees over 10 branches, this ESSMS - Social 
and Medical-Social Establishment and Service - manages 7,000+ protection measures determined by supervi-
sory judges for people with mental disabilities. Support is provided via legal guardianship measures to ensures 
protection of individuals with intellectual disabilities and the safeguarding of their property. Communication to 
and from the justice department is still mainly conducted via printed paper.
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Printing is no longer a bone of contention. We have 
achieved the reliability and security objectives that we 
set for ourselves.

Céline Gobert, Quality and Information Systems 
Manager



Customer challenges and requirements
 When Ms. Gobert assumed responsibility for the Information System 2 years ago, 

it quickly became clear that print management via MFDs was unreliable. Document print 
out was not guaranteed and would randomly occur during the day. The architecture and 
print server were outdated so a decision had to be made to evolve towards a more modern 
infrastructure. At the same time, the increased use of SaaS tools and M365 (Exchange, 
SharePoint, etc.) reinforced the need to migrate to a Cloud solution.

The solution
 To meet these challenges, FACTORIA a 

CANON France offered CANON IR-Advance 
equipment asso-ciated with uniFLOW Online 
for reliable and serverless management of 
the entire fleet. Implemen-tation of secure 
printing, with a single queue, guarantees 
secure and systematic document output 
regardless of the chosen site. Scanning 
functionalities are also much appreciated by 
users, either to scan to their own email box 
or to OneDrive. Statistical reports will help 
measure savings made by optimizing printing 
activity.

Benefits
 Users now have confidence in the office systems. New employees are automatically 

integrated into uniFLOW Online without requiring manual intervention. Once issued with 
a PIN code, they can immediately copy, print securely and scan. For those on the move, 
the single print queue prevents destination errors and associated security/confidentiality 
risks. The efficient associated services provided by FACTORIA allows Atinord to free up its 
time with complete peace of mind.
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Connected devices
• 13 iR-ADV 529
• 1 iR-ADV 5840 

Software solution
• uniFLOW Online 14 Type 1 

Cloud Print&Scan 
subscriptions


